from an increase in the transitory variance of earnings, has arisen for many reasons. One reason is that Friedman (1957) argued in his classic treatise that transitory fluctuations should have little or no impact on consumption. A massive literature over the subsequent five decades has followed, showing that consumption and saving respond differently to permanent and transitory changes in income (Attanasio and Weber 2010) . A recent contribution by Blundell, Pistaferri, and Preston (2008) , for example, argues that considerable consumption smoothing takes place in response to transitory shocks but much less for permanent shocks. A second, more normative reason for interest in transitory variance is that shocks which cannot be smoothed generally impose welfare losses and, given the evidence that transitory fluctuations are more easily smoothed than permanent shocks, welfare losses are presumably smaller, the greater relative importance of transitory shocks compared to permanent ones. Third, and relatedly, many students of inequality have long noted that transitory shocks have little impact on the inequality of lifetime incomes, whereas permanent shocks do. This has normative implications for inequality (Atkinson and Bourguignon 1982; Cowell 2000; Gottschalk and Spolaore 2002; Sen 2000) . Fourth, a literature which assumes that social welfare depends on whether it is possible for individuals to change their rank in the income distribution over their lifetimes argues that increases in the variance of permanent shocks, which move individuals farther apart in the distribution and hence makes changes in rank less likely are socialwelfare-detracting. In contrast, transitory changes in income, which mix up the distribution and result in more changes in rank are social-welfare-improving (Shorrocks 1978; Gottschalk and Spolaore 2002) .
A purely labor economics motivation for an interest in distinguishing permanent from transitory shocks relates to the well-known increase in cross-sectional inequality (Katz and Autor 1999) . By definition, an increase in cross-sectional inequality has to arise from an increase in permanent shocks, transitory shocks, or both. The literature has put forth explanations for this trend in inequality (for example, skillbiased technical change), which all assume that permanent shocks have generated the cross-sectional increase, yet, statistically, a rising cross-sectional variance could also result from an increase in the transitory variance. Explanations for rising transitory variance are likely to be quite different. For example, the increase in the transitory variance could have been caused by an increase in product or labor market competitiveness, a decline in regulation and administered prices, a decline in union strength, increases in temporary work or contracting-out or self-employment, and similar factors. In addition, insofar as transitory fluctuations are more easily insured against than permanent fluctuations, as just noted, the welfare losses from increases in cross-sectional inequality might be smaller than would otherwise be supposed if transitory fluctuations have been an important source of the increase in cross-sectional inequality.
This paper reports new estimates of the trend in the transitory variance of male earnings in the United States over the period . We use several methods to estimate trends in transitory variances. The first is a formal error components model that is an extension of the model originally developed by Moffitt and Gottschalk (1995) , but here adding several features that have since gained prominence in the literature. This is our preferred method since findings from this explicit statistical model map directly into well-defined statistical concepts of permanent and transitory variation. But we also use two simpler methods, one an extension of the method originally suggested by Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) and the other a new nonparametric method that provides consistent estimates of the transitory variance while making weak assumptions about the structure of the earnings process. These two methods relax some of the strong parametric assumptions made in the error components model but at the cost of providing only approximate estimates. All three methods show rising transitory variances from the 1970s to the 1980s and a leveling off in the 1990s. Some ambiguity attaches to the precise dates at which the variance rises, and at which it levels off, as a result of cyclical events-which have a significant impact on transitory variances-that occur around the major turning points.
The first section briefly gives the intuition for how trends in transitory variances are identified with a panel data set. The next section describes the data set we construct and the third section lays out our methods and results. We then provide a section that compares our results to others in the literature and provides potential explanations for differences in findings. A brief summary concludes.
II. Identification of Trends in Transitory Variances
The intuition for identification of trends in a transitory variance can be seen from the canonical error components model with permanent and transitory components: but this has been shown not to hold in most earnings applications. When 0 for t ϶ it does not hold, identification is less obvious. Carroll (1992) was, to our knowledge, the first to point out explicitly that identification in this case can be obtained from "long" autocovariances. The covariance of between periods apart is y it This method of identification of permanent and transitory variances from the long autocovariances of is employed in the richer error components model as well as y it the nonparametric method described below. The data requirements are therefore for a sufficiently long panel which allows not only calculation of variances but also long autocovariances, and for different periods of calendar time.
III. Data
The Michigan Panel Study on Income Dynamics (PSID) satisfies these requirements, for it covers a long calendar time period at the time this analysis was conducted) and, because it is a panel, we can compute autocovariances of earnings between periods quite far apart. We use the data from interview year 1971 through interview year 2005.
2 Earnings are collected for the previous year, so our data cover the calendar years 1970 to 2004. The PSID skipped interviews every other year starting in interview year 1998, so our last five observations are for earnings years 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, and 2004 . The sample is restricted to male heads of households. Females are excluded in order to reduce the selection effects of the increasing number of females participating in the labor market. Only heads are included since the PSID earnings questions we use are only asked of heads of household. We take any year in which these male heads were between the ages of 30 and 59, not a student, and had positive annual wage and salary income and positive annual weeks of work. We include men in every year in which they appear in the data and satisfy these requirements. We therefore work with an unbalanced sample because of aging into and out of the sample in different years, attrition, and movements in and out of employment. Fitzgerald, Gottschalk, and Moffitt (1998) have found that attrition in the PSID has had little effect on its cross-sectional representativeness, although less is known about the effect of attrition on autocovariances. Measurement error in earnings reports is another potential problem when using survey data to estimate covariance matrices. However, Pischke (1995) has shown that measurement error in the PSID has little effect on earnings covariances and Gottschalk and Huynh (2010) show that this is a result of the non-classical structure of measurement error in earnings found in many surveys. 3 We exclude men 2. We do not use earnings reported in 1969 or 1970 since wage and salary earnings, which is what we use, are reported only in bracketed form in those years. 3. In fact, Gottschalk and Huynh find that the cross-sectional variance of true earnings is greater, rather than smaller, than that variance in survey data, contrary to expectations (this is because measurement error is negatively correlated with true earnings). Nevertheless, we do expect some measurement error in the PSID data and expect this to affect our estimates. However, since our focus is on how the various variance estimates have changed over time, this should be a problem for our work only if PSID measurement error has changed. Aside from one possible instance of such a change, which we discuss below, we have no evidence of such changes.
in all PSID oversamples (SEO, Latino). All earnings are put into 1996 CPI-U-RS dollars. The resulting data set has 2,883 men and 31,054 person-year observations, for an average of 10.8 year-observations per person. Means of the key variables are shown in Appendix Table A1 . Rather than form a variance-autocovariance matrix directly from these earnings observations, we work with residuals from regressions of log earnings on education, race, a polynomial in age, and interactions among these variables, all estimated separately by calendar year. Our analysis, therefore, estimates the transitory component of the within group variance of log earnings. We use these residuals to form a variance-autocovariance matrix indexed by year, age, and lag length. Thus, a typical element consists of the covariance between residual log earnings of men at ages a and a' between years t and t'. Because of sample size limitations, however, we cannot construct such covariances by single years of age. Instead, we group the observations into three age groups-30-39, 40-49, and 50-59-and then construct the variances for each age group in each year, as well as the autocovariances for each group at all possible lags back to 1970 or age 20, whichever comes first. We then compute the covariance between the residual log earnings of the group in the given year and each lagged year, using the individuals who are in common in the two years (when constructing these covariances, we trim the top and bottom one percent of the residuals within age-education-year cells to eliminate outliers and topcoded observations 4 ). The resulting autocovariance matrix represents every individual variance and covariance between every pair of years only once, and stratifies by age so that life cycle changes in the variances of permanent and transitory earnings can be estimated (the human capital literature has shown that there are life cycle patterns in earnings variances). The covariance matrix has 1,197 elements over all years, ages, and lag lengths. A few specimen elements are illustrated in Appendix  Table A2 .
After presenting our main results, we will report the results of sensitivity tests to a number of the more important of these data construction decisions.
IV. Models and Results
We present results on trends in transitory variances from three models: a parametric error components model; an approximate nonparametric implementation of that model; and an even simpler method used originally by Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) which also only approximates the variances of interest.
A. Error Components Model
We first formulate an error components (EC) model of life cycle earnings dynamics process in the absence of calendar time shifts. There is a large literature on the formulation of such models (Hause 1977; Lillard and Willis 1978; Lillard and Weiss 1979; Hause 1980; MaCurdy 1982; Abowd and Card 1989; Baker 1997; Geweke and Keane 2000; Meghir and Pistaferri 2004; Guvenen 2009; see MaCurdy 2007 for a review). These models have suggested that the permanent component is not fixed over the life cycle but evolves, typically with variances and covariances rising with age. This pattern can be captured by a random walk or random growth process in the permanent effect. The literature has also shown that the transitory error is serially correlated, usually by a low-order autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) process. Our model contains all these features:
with , orthogonality between all four of these er-
rors, and initial conditions (the life cycle begins at a‫.)1ס‬
4 again posits a permanent-transitory model but with an age-varying permanent effect ( ). The latter evolves over the life cycle from a random growth factor ( ) ␦ ia i which allows each individual to have a permanently higher or lower growth rate than that of other individuals, and from a random walk factor ( ) that arrives ia randomly but is a permanent shock in the sense that it does not fade out over time as the individual ages. The transitory error evolves according to a ARMA(1,1) process typically found in the literature, with the underlying transitory shock ( ) fading ia out at rate but deviating from that smooth fade-out rate by in the next period (the MA(1) parameter improves the fit of the lag process significantly). Our tests also show, consistent with other findings in the literature, that higher order ARMA parameters are not statistically significant. We assume all forcing errors to be i.i.d. except , whose variance we assume to vary with age because transitory shocks ia are likely to be greater at younger ages. We allow and to be correlated in ␦ i0 i light of the Mincerian theory that they should be negatively related (those who have higher initial investments in human capital will start off low but rise at a faster rate). Hence
An important point to note is that, in this more realistic model, compared to the simple canonical model outlined previously, transitory shocks never completely fade out because of the AR(1) process, which implies that they fade out only asymptotically. Consequently, the variance of the permanent effect can never be exactly identified by the long autocovariances, as we argued it should be, above. The permanent variance (and hence the transitory variance as well) is therefore identified by extrapolation of the AR(1) curve to infinity. However, provided that is not too high, the covariance will fall to a low value over the 34 years of our data, reducing the extrapolation problem to some degree. 5. In an AR(1) model, another way to state the identification condition for the permanent variance is that we require Ͻ 1. If ‫,1ס‬ transitory shocks are equivalent to permanent shocks and hence the two cannot be separately identified. In practice, we have found this sometimes to be an important issue because estimates of can be close to 1.
With this identification condition satisfied, the parameters of the model can be identified for a single cohort. Determining whether there are calendar time shifts can therefore be identified from changes in parameters across multiple cohorts, for that allows a comparison of variances and covariances at the same point in the life cycle but at different calendar time periods. Although all the parameters of the model could potentially shift with calendar time, for reasons of convenience and on the basis of past work testing for calendar-time shifts in the other parameters (Moffitt and Gottschalk 1995) , we allow calendar time shifts in only two places in the model, in the permanent component and the forcing transitory component:
where t is calendar time. The parameter ␣ t alters the variance of the permanent effect, which is now . This formulation coincides with an interpretation with the literature on changes in the returns to skill. We force it to be the same for all ages although this could be relaxed. The parameter likewise allows calendar ␤ t time shifts in the variance of the transitory component, which is now
The introduction of time-varying parameters introduces a problem of left-censoring because those parameters cannot be identified prior to 1970 yet their evolution prior to that year affects variances and covariances after 1970. To address this issue, we introduce an additional parameter which allows the transitory variances in ␥ 1970 to deviate from what they would be if for t Ͻ 1970, with implying ␤ ‫1ס‬ ‫0ס␥‬ t no deviation. The details are given in Appendix 2. For any set of values of the parameters, the model in Equations 7-9 generates a set of predicted variances and covariances in each year and for each age and lag length, and therefore a predicted value for each of the 1,197 elements of our data covariance matrix. We estimate the parameters by minimizing the sum of squared deviations between the observed elements and elements predicted by the model, using an identity weighting matrix and computing robust standard errors. The formal statement of the model and estimating procedure appears in Appendix 2. 6 The estimates of the model parameters are given in Appendix Table A3 . The transitory component is significantly serially correlated both through the AR(1) and MA(1) component, implying, as discussed before, that long autocovariances are needed to identify the model, and the variances of the random walk and random growth errors in the permanent component are both statistically significant; and the initial permanent and transitory components are indeed negatively correlated. However, our main interest is in the estimates of and which are shown graphically ␣ ␤
Figure 1 Error Components (EC) Model Estimates of Alpha
Notes: In this and subsequent figures, the four PSID non-interview years are interpolated from the two adjacent points. The trend line is fit from a fifth order polynomial.
in Figures 1 and 2 along with smoothed trend lines (both are normalized to one in 1970). 7 Figure 1 shows that the permanent variance rose starting in the early 1970s, continued to rise through to the mid-1980s, leveled off or declined slightly from then through the mid-1990s, and then started rising again in the mid-1990s. This pattern in within group permanent variance is roughly consistent with rises in the return to education and other indicators of skill differentials shown in the crosssectional literature on inequality trends. This pattern reflects, as has already been emphasized and as will be shown explicitly below, trends in the long autocovariances in the data. Of more direct interest to our focus on the transitory variance of earnings is Figure  2 , which shows the estimated values of along with a trend line. The transitory ␤ t variance rose sharply starting in the early 1970s, and then continued to rise, albeit at a slower rate, until the mid-1980s, after which time it has remained flat, although with major fluctuations (that is, it remained flat on average, as shown by the smoothed line). As we will show momentarily, recessions in the early 1980s, early 1990s, and early 2000s caused jumps in the transitory variance which prevent us 7. To avoid clutter in the figures, we do not show confidence interval bands. The point estimates in both figures have standard errors that range from one-twentieth to one-tenth of those estimates (see Table 1 -3), which means that the patterns of rising, falling, and stable variances we find are all significant. 8. We do not attempt to interpret the large increase in the permanent variance at the end of the period, which is mostly a result of one observation, that in 2004 (the 2003 point is interpolated). Given the volatility of this series, the estimate could easily drop in the next year. We will examine this further as more waves of the PSID are released.
Figure 2 Error Components (EC) Model Estimates of Beta
from being precise about the exact dates at which some of the trends stopped rising or leveled off. Nevertheless, our general answer to the question we posed in the introduction is: the transitory variance of male earnings started to increase in the early 1970s, continued to rise through the mid-1980s, and then stabilized at a new higher level.
The evolution over time in the variance of the transitory component, whose formula is shown in Equation 9, is not quite the same as that of since the latter ␤ t feeds into the transitory variance in future periods, and similarly for the permanent variance. Drawing the implications of our estimated parameters for the variances of and requires applying the formulas in Appendix 2. Figure 3 shows the ␣ t ia iat resulting pattern in permanent and transitory variances for those age 30-39 (the variances differ by age, but a similar time pattern obtains for other ages; plots for the other ages are available upon request). Both the permanent and transitory variances follow roughly the same pattern as and , as should be expected since ␣ ␤ t t these are the only calendar-time varying parameters in their formulas. From 1970 to 1984, the rise in the transitory variance accounted for 49 percent of the total rise in the cross-sectional variance, consistent with prior work on the 1980s by Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) and Moffitt and Gottschalk (1995) . However, from 1970 to 2004, it has accounted for only 31 percent of the total rise because of the increase in the permanent variance that started in the mid-1990s. In fact, all of the rise in the total variance over the last decade reflects an increase in the permanent variance. This points to a resumption in the rise in skill prices that started in the late 1970s and continued through the mid-1980s. This was followed by nearly a decade of little Figure  4 shows the same transitory variance but plotted along with the national unemployment rate for men 20 and over. The variance is clearly positively correlated with the unemployment rate, albeit with something of a lag in the first half of the period. The recession of the early 1980s appears to have been responsible for some of the transitory variance increase in the early 1980s, but the variance never returned to its pre-1980s levels in the late 1980s, when the unemployment had fallen. The transitory variance increase in the early 1990s appears to also have been partly business-cycle related, its decrease from the early 1990s to 1997 appears to be related to the decline in the unemployment rate (although, once again, it did not return to its former level), and the increase in the variance in the early 2000s corresponds to the recession in that period. Thus the fluctuations after approximately 1990 appear to be cyclically induced. However, the average level of the transitory variance during the decade of the 1990s was above its average level in the 1980s, even the late 1980s. Thus our evidence also suggests, albeit with considerable uncertainty as to the exact timing, that the transitory variance in the 1990s may have been slightly higher than in the 1980s. Nevertheless, even if true, the size of the increase was much less than the size of the increase from the 1970s to the 1980s.
An important question for the credibility of these results is whether they can be demonstrated with simpler econometric methods which employ more flexible spec-
Figure 4 Fitted Transitory Variances of Log Earnings Residuals, Age 30-59 (EC Model) and Unemployment Rate
Note: Male Unemployment Rate Age 20 and over ifications of the permanent and transitory components than assumed in our parametric model. We consider two simpler methods to address this question.
B. Approximate Nonparametric Method
One approach is to follow the simple model described in Section I by using the long autocovariances to estimate the variance of the permanent effect and by then subtracting that value from the total variance to obtain an estimate of the transitory variance. Figure 5 shows the variance of log annual earnings residuals in each year for those 30-39, for illustration, along with the autocovariances between those residuals in each year and those in years six and ten years previous, which might be considered to be sufficiently long that the transitory shocks are no longer correlated. The figure shows this not to be the case for the lag-six autocovariance, which is above that at lag ten, indicating that the autocovariance is still falling between six and ten years previous (the lag-ten autocovariance may, of course, not be long enough either). Taking the difference between the upper line for the variance and the line for the lag-ten autocovariance results in an estimate of the transitory variance which is plotted in Figure 6 (it necessarily starts in 1980, since a ten-year lag is needed to compute it). These estimates show an increase in the transitory variance in the early 1980s followed by a reversal, and fluctuations but no clear trend over the entire period. This is quite different than the pattern shown in the EC model. However, this method has two flaws which imply that it should not be used, although we will modify it to correct these flaws. The first is that the more realistic model of the age-evolution of the permanent effect shown in Equation ‫6מ4‬ with its random walk and random growth specifications implies that the relevant long autocovariance is no longer equal to the variance of the permanent component, as it was in the simple canonical model. 9 The second is that the method does not work well when is evolving over the period covered by the long autocovariance, for ␣ t in that case the autocovariance of is y iat Nevertheless, Equation 10 forms a basis for a better method of applying the idea of using the long autocovariances to obtain an estimate of the permanent variance, 9. See Appendix Equations (2-15) and (2-16): the autocovariance in (2-16) equals the permanent variance in (2-15) only if the random walk and random growth terms do not appear. 10. This problem was noted initially by Gottschalk and Moffitt (2006) and noted as well by Shin and Solon (2010) and in a prior 2008 version of their paper. Shin and Solon criticize us in their 2010 paper for using this method despite the fact that we have not used it since we uncovered the problem in 2006. metrically. We denote that approximation as . The variance of the permanent f (a,) component is then estimated by using the fitted Equation 11, evaluated at ‫.0ס‬
11
The influence of the lagged on the autocovariance is captured by the lagged log ␣ t‫מ‬ year dummies. This method is nonparametric because it imposes no parametric model on the evolution of the permanent effect-random walk, random growth, or something else-with that evolution approximated by an arbitrary function of age and lag length; and because it imposes no parametric model on the evolution of the transitory component, except to assume that that component is not correlated after 11. The permanent variance in Appendix equation (2-15) equals the autocovariance in equation (2-16) when ‫.0ס‬
Figure 7 Approximate Nonparmetric (NP) Estimate of Transitory Variance of Log Earnings Residuals
Notes: Averaged over all ages a sufficient length of time. But it is only approximate because the effects of past transitory shocks are never exactly zero because of the presence of the AR(1) process. Figure 7 shows the estimates of the transitory variance obtained in this way using a second-order polynomial for a and for the function and using all lags of f (a,) order 10 and over in the regression Equation 11 (the predicted permanent variance from the fitted equation is then subtracted from the total variance). The pattern in the Figure is much closer to that obtained from the EC model, differing only in the period of the 1990s and after, when the variance indicated by the smoothed line gradually falls instead of flattening out, as the smoothed line in Figure 2 does. This latter difference is a result of the failure of the key assumption of negligible transitory autocovariance. At lag ten, that autocovariance is small but it is still trending upward (see Figure 5 ). The transitory autocovariance is trending upward because the transitory variances themselves are; and, because the transitory components are serially correlated, an increase in the variance of the underlying transitory shock necessarily increases all transitory autocovariances as well (see Equation 2-19). This spuriously pulls up the permanent variance when Equation 11 is estimated, pushing the transitory variance down. Nevertheless, this simple nonparametric method provides some support for the error components model by showing that approximately the same results are obtained without so much structure imposed on the autocovariance process.
C. Window Averaging Method
An even simpler method introduced by Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) and applied in some subsequent studies is to estimate the permanent and transitory variances with standard random-effects formulas within moving calendar time windows of fixed length, which we denote the window averaging (WA) method. 12 To estimate the transitory variance in year t, the 2w‫1ם‬ residuals in the calendar time window [t‫מ‬w, t‫ם‬w] are averaged for each individual i to obtain an estimate of the individual's permanent component. The difference between the residual for each individual in each year and the individual's average residual constitutes an estimate of the transitory component. Then the textbook formulas for the random effects model are used to compute the variances of the two components. 13 Repeating this process for each successive year t in the data-with a shift in the window each time-a trend in the estimated transitory variance is generated.
If the window is limited to two periods, the variance of transitory earnings computed in this way is closely related to the variance of the change in earnings ( ) between the periods. This can be seen by recognizing that when y ‫מ‬y
the window is limited to two periods, a transitory component calculated as the deviation of earnings in period t from the average earnings over periods t and t‫1מ‬ is equal to one-half times the change in earnings between the periods. In this case the variance of transitory earnings is equal to one-quarter of the variance of the change in earnings. When the window is longer than two periods, this equivalence no longer holds. The WA method produces consistent estimates of the transitory variance under the canonical model described in Section I because that model corresponds to the textbook random effects model whose estimator we use. However, in more general models the residuals used in the computation are not quite the right ones if the permanent and transitory components follow the more complex, serially-correlated process in our EC model. The method is also not well-suited to detecting exact turning points in trends because it averages over years. Nevertheless, it is an approximation which has the virtue of simplicity and transparency whose defects may not be quantitatively important. Figure 8 shows the WA estimates using a nine-year window. Thus the earliest date is 1974 and the latest is 2000 because of the requirement of four years of data on either side of the year in question. The results are quite similar to those from the EC model shown in Figure 4 and the NP model shown in Figure 7 , rising from the 1970s to the 1980s and leveling off around 1990, a bit later than in the other methods but not drastically so. The variance turns up at the end, for the year 2000 window, but Figure 4 and Figure 7 show that this upturn is followed by a downturn in the 12. In a prior version of this paper, and in some other work, this method has been referred to as the "BPEA" method. 13. The exact formulas used for the permanent and transitory variance are given in Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) . The above description is only approximate because a term involving the deviations around individual means must be subtracted from the variance of the means to obtain consistent estimates of the permanent variance. Note that the residuals from a regression that controls for age are being averaged; if this were not done, normal life cycle growth would be misinterpreted as negative transitory earnings in the early period of the window and positive transitory earnings in the later period.
Figure 8 Window Averaging (WA) Estimate of Transitory Variance, 9-year Window
years which follow. Because of the averaging that is part of this method, the series is much smoother than that of the other methods.
D. Sensitivity Tests
We conduct sensitivity tests to several of the more important data construction decisions we have made in this study. All sensitivity tests are conducted using the simplest method, the WA method, and all results are shown graphically in Appendix 3. We examine the effect on the results from (1) using residuals that do not take out age and education effects, (2) restricting the sample to those who worked 48 or more weeks per year, (3) trimming the data to lesser or greater degrees than in our base case, and (4) including nonworkers.
The residuals from our first-stage log earnings regression necessarily have a lower variance than if age and education effects were not taken out, and would probably be expected to result in lower permanent and transitory variances in terms of levels. However, the difference in the trend could be either positive or negative, for that depends on trends in the variance of age and education and trends in the transitory variance of the age and education coefficients, which fluctuate from year to year. Figure 3 -1 shows estimates from the WA method of transitory variances using residuals which only take out year effects (which must be removed to avoid macro effects generating transitory fluctuations) and not age and education. The pattern is virtually identical to that shown in Figure 8 .
It is of interest to know whether the increased transitory variance has been a result of increased transitory variance of wage rates or labor supply. A full investigation of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, but a simple method often used to isolate something close to a wage rate is to select workers who work full year. Figure 3 -2 shows the pattern of transitory variances based on a sample of men who worked at least 48 weeks in the year. The same pattern of sharply increased variances from the 1970s to the 1980s as in Figure 8 is exhibited, although the uptick in the late 1990s and early 2000s in that Figure does not appear, suggesting that the variance of weeks worked may have increased in that period. However, as we noted previously, our EC and NP methods imply that variances turned down subsequent to 2000, and it could easily be that the early-2000s recession generated a short-term increase in the variance of weeks worked. Further investigation of the issue is warranted.
Our main results are based on data in which the top and bottom one percent of earnings residuals within age-education-year cells are deleted, both to eliminate topcoded observations and to eliminate earnings observations with low and high values in general, which can have a disproportionate effect on logarithmic transformations. Figure 3 -3(a) shows estimates when no trimming is done. Variances are much higher in this case (compare its vertical axis with that of Figure 8 ) but the same upward trend through the early 1990s is present, though the jump in the variance in the early 1990s is much larger, which may be a result of changes in PSID procedures in that period which we discuss further below. The transitory variance does turn down at the end, but this may also be traceable to the high rates of variances in the early 1990s. Figure 3-3(b) shows trends when five percent of each tail is trimmed and shows that the upward trend from the 1970s to 1980s continues to be robust to this additional trimming. However, there is a stronger increase in the late 1990s and early 2000s in this case, which must mean that the 95th to 99th percentiles or the 1st to 5th percentiles moderated the increase in the variance.
To include nonworkers, we must modify our method because log earnings cannot be used. We include nonworkers by changing from calculations of variances to calculations of percentile points, using percentile points of the non-logarithmic earnings distribution. To accomplish this, we select the log earnings residuals we have used thus far for each individual in each year and calculate the anti-logarithm of each.
14 Following the WA method, we then compute the average of these transformed residuals for each individual in a nine-year window over working years only and, finally, we compute, for each year, an individual's ratio of his transformed residual in that year to his mean. This ratio signifies the fraction by which (nonlogged) earnings in the year is in excess of, or below, his mean over all years, and thus measures a relative transitory component. In years in which an individual is a nonworker, this fraction is zero by definition. We then compute the percentile points of the distribution of these fractions in each year. Figure 3 -4(a) shows percentile point trends excluding nonworkers to determine if this method yields the same result as our variance calculations above. All four percentile points in the figure show a marked spreading-out of the distribution from the 1970s to the 1980s. Thus the increase in variance we have found previously is not a result of a change in only one part of the distribution, but is rather widely spread across the entire distribution. The percentile points are stable through the late 1990s but, again consistent with the variance calculations, a slight spreading out of the distribution occurs at both high and low percentile points starting in the late 1990s. Figure 3-4(b) shows the trends including nonworkers (between 10 percent and 14 percent of these prime-age men were nonworkers, depending on the year). The upper three percentile point patterns are virtually the same as in Figure 3 -4(a) but the 10th percentile point pattern shows a sharper rate of increased dispersion from the 1970s to the 1980s but then a narrowing in the 1990s, ending up in 2000 only slightly below its initial 1974 value. The inclusion of nonworkers, it should be noted, should increase cross-sectional dispersion but has no necessary implication for trends in the transitory variance, which will depend on the degree to which nonworking status has become more persistent rather than more unstable. If the rate of nonwork increases but becomes more persistent, this will not increase the transitory variance. The pattern in the figure suggests that nonworking did, in fact, become more persistent in the 1990s for the lower tail of the distribution, leading to a decline in transitory dispersion in those years.
V. Differences Across Studies
There have been several other studies in the literature which separate permanent from transitory components and have estimated whether the male earnings variance of the transitory component has increased with calendar time in the United States (Gottschalk and Moffitt 1994; Moffitt and Gottschalk 1995; Haider 2001; Stevens 2001; Hyslop 2001; Moffitt and Gottschalk 2002; Gottschalk and Moffitt 2006; Keys 2008; Jensen and Shore 2010) . These studies all find increases in the transitory variance over time, particularly from the 1970s to mid-1980s. Those later studies which examined the period after the mid-1980s report different results, some finding no trend in the 1990s while others finding some decrease and others finding an increase. Moffitt and Gottschalk (2002) , for example, find a decrease from the early 1990s to 1996, but our current results show that decrease to be temporary and probably a result of cyclical factors. Also, Gottschalk and Moffitt (2006) found a larger increase in the 1990s than we find in this study (as noted above, we find a small increase in that period), but this is a result of improvements in the model specification.
15 Overall, however, this literature reinforces the view that transitory variance increases were greater in the 1970s and 1980s than anything in the 1990s.
15. Specifically, the addition of the random growth term in the permanent variance lowers the growth rate of the transitory variance in the 1990s. This is because the random growth term accounts for part of the rise in the long autocovariance, and that is therefore attributed more now to the permanent variance, leaving less for the transitory variance. We should emphasize, however, that Gottschalk and Moffitt (2006) still found the increase in the 1970s and 1980s to be greater.
Another strand in the literature does not attempt to separate permanent from transitory variances but instead focuses on trends in the variance of one-year or twoyear changes in male annual earnings, often termed 'volatility'. While most of these studies find, like us for transitory variances, increases in volatility in the 1970s and early 1980s (Dynarski and Gruber 1997; Cameron and Tracy 1998; Dynan et al. 2008; Shin and Solon 2010) , the two studies which had data through the late 1990s and early 2000s showed an additional significant increase in that period (Dynan et al. 2008; Shin and Solon 2010) , which we do not find despite using the same data; and one study found no increase at all in earlier periods, in contrast to our findings (U.S. Congressional Budget Office 2007; Dahl et al. 2010) . 16 These differences must be traced either to differences in the measures-transitory variances versus volatility-or to differences in data.
Regarding differences in the measures, the most obvious difference is that the volatility measure includes changes in the instability of permanent earnings as well as transitory earnings. The authors of these studies argue that there is considerable interest among policy-makers and others in volatility per se regardless of the permanent-transitory decomposition of such changes. We do not disagree with that view but believe that the classically-defined decomposition into these two components is of additional interest for the reasons noted in the Introduction. The inclusion of permanent earnings in the volatility measure explains one of the two differences in findings we noted above, namely, why Dynan et al. (2008) and Shin and Solon (2010) find significant increases in volatility in the late 1990s and early 2000s whereas our EC model finds no increase in the transitory variance in that period (aside from cycle). Since we find that there was a marked increase in the permanent variance in that period, as shown in Figure 1 , a measure which aggregates increasing permanent variances and stable transitory variances should show an increase. Our data, indeed, show such an aggregate increase in the variance of two-year changes in log residual earnings in the last years of the data (see Appendix Figure 3 -5; this result also holds for log earnings itself rather than residuals).
17
As for differences with these two studies in treatment of the PSID data, while there are differences in age ranges, variable definitions, and related decisions that we would expect to have only minor effects, two differences could be important.
18
One is that both studies included nonworkers in some of their volatility measures whereas we exclude nonworkers from our main transitory variance calculations. However, as we noted above in our discussion of sensitivity tests, including nonworkers does not change our results (Shin and Solon (2010) also calculated their estimates with and without nonworkers and found little difference). The other dif-16. In addition, Shin and Solon (2010) find a slight decline in the 1990s rather than a flattening out or slight increase, as we find. This is a less important difference, but we remark on it below. 17. This also explains the difference in trends in the 1990s between our study and that of Shin and Solon (2010) , who find a decline in volatility over that period instead of a flattening out, for we find that the permanent variance declined in that period (see Figures 1 and 3 above) . 18. We have investigated changing our age ranges by up to 10 years at the bottom and top ends, and find no change in results. We should note that Shin-Solon exclude imputed values, whereas we do not. While we have not investigated this issue in this paper, an earlier investigation of ours found no difference in results whether imputations were included or excluded (Moffitt and Gottschalk 1995). ference is that, as Dynan et al. (2008) emphasize, the introduction of Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing in the PSID in 1992 and a shift to new data processing software in 1993 may also have led to a spurious one time shift in measures of instability. Dynan et al. (2008) find an unusually large increase in the number of individuals who change from positive earnings to zero earnings from 1991 to 1992, even though hours worked were reported in the latter year; they find that excluding those with zero earnings but positive hours leads to a reduction in estimated volatility over those years. More generally, they find an increase in the number of low earners in this period relative to previous years of the PSID. Once again, however, our results do not appear to be sensitive to this issue as far as we can determine, even though complete certainty about the effect of this change is not known. For example, we include in our sample only men with both positive earnings and positive weeks worked in our sample, thereby accomplishing the restriction imposed by Dynan et al. In addition, as we already noted, the inclusion of nonworkers does not affect our results when we use percentile point measures of transitory dispersion. Finally, as our discussion of sensitivity to trimming above indicated, our one-percent trim at both tails does indeed remove the major jump in transitory variance in the 1991-1993 period, and further trimming does not have much effect on reducing the size of the modest jump that remains.
As for the difference in findings with the U.S. Congressional Budget Office (2007) (CBO) and Dahl et al. (2010) , who find no upward trend (if not a downward one) in volatility, we should immediately note that the latter study restricted its analysis to years 1985 and after on the grounds that the Social Security earnings data prior to those years-which were used in the earlier CBO report-had been discovered suspect and were no longer sufficiently trustworthy to use. However, our results and theirs for the years 1985 and after differ very little, for both Dahl et al. (2010) and we find no long-term trend in volatility or transitory variance after that year. Our results show that the major upward trend was completed by the mid-1980s.
19
Of course, there is a major difference in the data used, for these studies use administrative earnings reports from the Social Security Administration whereas we use household survey data, which may contain response error. However, the two data sets also differ in their sample populations-the Social Security data contain non-heads and the PSID data only cover heads, and neither data set can replicate the other's sample-and the Social Security data have somewhat different coverage than the PSID. Further, earnings recorded on Social Security records have some errors, and there are some items likely to be reported in a survey that are excluded 19. It is also surprising that the CBO report found no increase in the early 1980s despite the recession in those years, which all the PSID studies show temporarily increased instability. A possible reason for the lack of an increase in volatility even in that period, if the data are considered reliable, is that the variance of a change in earnings is not the simple sum of the variance of permanent and transitory earnings but is, rather, equal to that sum minus the covariance in earnings between the two periods. However, the twoyear covariance trended upward over the 1970s and early 1980s (a figure showing this is available upon request), thus pulling down such a volatility measure relative to that for the transitory variance. This could also explain a decline in volatility but a stable trend in transitory variance (although a declining permanent variance can also explain that). Our EC model, by subtracting off long-term covariances instead of shortterm ones, avoids this issue. We should also note that the CBO tested a variant of the WA method in their Appendix, however, and still did not find an increase in their measure in the early 1980s. from the relevant line on W-2 forms (Abowd and Stinson 2010) . In addition, the simple presumption that the Social Security data contain less response error is not consistent with the finding in several studies that those data show greater crosssectional dispersion than do survey data, not less (Abowd and Stinson 2010; Gottschalk and Huynh 2010) , suggesting that there may be other differences in either the populations or the earnings measures than simple reporting error. The reasons for differences in the data sets certainly deserve further investigation.
VI. Summary
We have provided new estimates of the trend in the transitory variance of male earnings in the United States using the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics through 2004. Our study uses the classical definition of a transitory component that fades out over time and eventually disappears altogether, as distinct from a permanent component that never goes away. Using both an explicit error components model as well as two simpler but more approximate methods, we find that the transitory variance increased substantially in the 1970s and early 1980s and then remained at this new higher level through 2004. We also find a strong cyclical component to the transitory variance which induced major jumps in the variance during the recessions of the early 1980s, early 1990s, and early 2000s. Our conclusion that the transitory variance was stable, net of cycle, after the mid-1980s results from our interpretation that the changes in the transitory variance were cyclical and that there was no trend after that time, although it is possible that that transitory variance was slightly higher than it was previously. The trend increase in the transitory variance accounts for about half of the increase in cross-sectional inequality through the late 1980s but only for about a third through 2004 because the permanent variance has been rising markedly since the mid-1990s. Since other research has shown that a significant proportion of transitory shocks can be smoothed, these findings imply that the welfare implications of the rise in cross-sectional inequality experienced in the United States are less serious than they might otherwise have been thought to be. Put differently, the rise in cross-sectional inequality corresponds to a smaller increase in lifetime inequality.
These results are robust both to the methodology used and to data construction decisions related to outliers and trimming, inclusion of non-workers, and related issues. We have also reconciled our results with most other studies, although there is some uncertainty whether findings from the PSID give the same results as those from administrative data drawn from Social Security earnings files which deserves further research.
In addition to further research on methods and data, it would be interesting to conduct more subgroup analysis to determine how these transitory variance trends vary by age, education, race, and other dimensions. The sample sizes in the PSID limit the amount of disaggregation that is possible, however, and other data sets might have to be brought to bear to fully conduct such an investigation. where is a Lx1 vector of parameters. Then the set of M equations in 2-23 constitutes a SUR system whose efficient estimation requires an initial consistent estimate of the covariance matrix of the ε im . However, following the findings and recommendations of Altonji and Segal (1996) where is the mean (over i ) of s im (in other words, a covariance). s im To obtain standard errors, we apply the extension of Eicker-White methods in the manner suggested by Chamberlain (1984) , using the residuals from (2-24), each of which we denote e im . Let ⍀ be the MxM covariance matrix of the e im , each element of which is estimated by: 
Appendix

N i‫1ס‬
Define D as the NMxNM covariance matrix of individual residuals which is a block diagonal matrix with the matrix ⍀ on the diagonals. Then
‫1מ‬ ‫1מ‬
Cov()‫(ס‬GG) G ЈDG(GG) where G is the NMxL matrix of gradients ‫ץ‬ f (, j,k) . ‫ץ‬ 20. Each individual in our data set contributes to only a subset of the moments in ⍀; we do not adjust the notation in (2-26) for this. 
